[Interactions between distamycin A analogs bound to DNA].
The experimental binding isotherms of the distamycin A analog to 8 natural and synthetic DNAs were analyzed. The shapes of binding isotherms suggest that the bound ligand molecule induces transitions of DNA (B-form) into two perturbated conformation states. These transitions are responsible for the existence of positive and negative cooperative effects on binding of distamycin analogs to DNA. At low levels of binding positive cooperative effects play a dominating role whereas at high levels of binding negative cooperative effects are observed. These cooperative effects can be described by the aid of a potential of pairwise interactions between nearest neighbour bound antibiotic molecules. A detailed analysis of experimental binding isotherms shows that characteristic distances over which these interactions are extended depend on the AT content of DNA. The energetical and structural parameters characterising the allosteric transitions of DNA to the perturbated states are obtained.